Abstract-This article is mainly discussing the application of genetic algorithms to data mining of association rules, and proposing method of extract association rules using genetic algorithm, at the same time discussing genetic algorithm coding methods and construction of fitness function and improvement of genetic operator and so on. Given extraction algorithm of association rules based on genetic algorithm, and would be applied in hospital medical database in data mining.
I.
CODING AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE FITNESS FUNCTION Based on the characteristics of mining for association rules , this article make the following improvements on genetic algorithm.
1)Coding
We use a coding method of an array of real numbers because of the genetic operators, association rule mining and project needs. This encoding method has high precision, easy space advantage of search, and most importantly related to this issue, implement relatively simple. In the process of encoding method using an array of real numbers. The number of elements of an array of real numbers corresponds to the number of fields in a database with a transaction, and real numbers elements of an array value represent the property value for the filed.
We use an array of N tuples to represent such as transactional database that is shown on individual coding. A [1] indicates that the field 1, and A [2] indicates that the field 2, and A[n] indicates that the field N ; And we property value expressed as a numeric value, for example ,we use the value 1 indicates that the attribute value 1, and use value 2 indicates that the attribute value 2, and use value E indicates that the attribute value E, so we can use array A[N] element value to represent the property value for the filed that corresponds to . At the same time, we need to use the value 0 indicates that the property is not associated with other properties.
2) Calculation of individual fitness
In the evolution of genetic algorithms in search generally does not require other external information, but only requires fitness function with values to access the merits of the individual or solutions, and the genetic algorithms as the basis for later genetic manipulation. On its only requirement is that the input can be calculated can be non-negative result of the comparison. In special issues, the design of the fitness function should be connected with the question.
For the mining association rules based on genetic algorithm, support is a measure of the importance of association rules. We consider support of association rules to define its fitness function. And such we can filter the rules. First with support to filter rule first, and then meet the minimum level of support set out in the rules of its associated and relevance. So the adaptation of the rule values such as (1) (1)
In the formula, S' to go through genetic manipulation in support of the formation of a new rule, and S given threshold of support for the user. When the Ri to meet the requirements of the rule, its Adaptive function value should be greater than 1; Otherwise the adaptability function value will be less than 1, so this rule will be eliminated in the next -generation genetic.
II. THE APPLICATION OF THE IMPROVED ADAPTIVE PC
AND PM This article provides an analysis of a new population of "precocious " evaluation indicators, and finally combining genetic algorithm with adaptive adjustment of control parameters of the mind, have come up with a modified adaptive genetic algorithm. Experimental results show that the algorithm can not only speed up the speed of genetic evolution, but also enhanced global convergence algorithm performance, to be satisfied with the globally optimal value.
Early 2 1 , population average fitness of the individual （3） So the index Δ' it can be used for characterization of population "premature" level.
1)Improved Pc and Pm Adaptive Algorithm
Crossover probability and mutation probability of genetic algorithms convergence performance has a material effect. We describe Pc and Pm Adaptive Algorithm as follows: First , when the Group's largest fitness Fmax and fitness Fav approached the Group tends to average convergence then should be increased Pc and Pm, Otherwise, strong group diversity, should be reduced Pc and Pm, that means Pc and Pm is inversely proportional to the value of (Fmax-Fav). Secondly, to prevent the good gene structure is compromised, must make fitness solution for smaller Pc and Pm, so that fitness is larger Pc and Pm, and small solutions, Pc and Pm, proportional to the value (Fmax-Fav). In the following, for a time X1 involved in crossover operation of larger of the two individual fitness, Y fitness to participate in the variation of the individual. 
Type (4) and (5) showed that the smaller the (Fma--Fav) reach , Groups reach likelihood of local optimization, and greater the likelihood of early , let Pc and Pm the larger, to enhance the Group's ability to produce new individual .On the other hand, the larger the (Fmax-Fav) reach, the population divergence ,then should lower Pc and Pm to improving the convergence of individual capacities, to maintain its convergence, we should let Pc and Pm and (Fmax-Fav) is inversely proportional to.
III. IMPROVEMENT OF GENETIC MANIPULATION

A. Selecting (copy) operation
Fitness proportional selection mechanisms used in this article and the best individual retention mechanisms with the collection of methods. First fitness value to individual selection probability proportional to copy individual, set group size M, individual i fitness value of fi , then i selected the probability is
Select full, we can let the next -generation compared to the best of the best individual and parent individual, full of individual institutions to adapt to most of them copied to a new generation.
B. Interlace Operation
This article uses one cross: Individuals will be selected in the previous step out for pairs, and with the probability of a random set in each individual Ps cross point. Before or after the point part of the structure of two individual swaps to generate a new individual. 
C. Mutation in Operation
Mutation This article is based on the improved method of uniform variations. We use the mutation operator is designed for:
To a certain mutation probability random variations in the populations of individual. After you select it, turn it at every level of the individual loci variation, and gene's is in its turn within the range of allowed values. So this mutation in turn ensures that after each property values will exist.
IV. APPLICATIONS
Based on a hospital physical examination database, this article set up an association rules mining system, and through the establishment of the system of medical personnel in information management and analysis, in which application of association rule mining algorithm based on genetic algorithm for data mining. Look forward to the establishment and implementation of systems to help hospitals manage medical information. And also in the medical information from hospital, the Mining Association rule has practical significance; you can use these rules to guide the daily lives of medical staff, and makes recommendations for public health.
Rule 1200100 indicated that 86% of the medical person aged between 30-40 is normal weight. And 56% support means this situation has a high proportion in teachers. Rule 4000001 indicated that 90% of the medical person that older than 60 have bad ultrasound examination results of liver and gallbladder. 2% support that is because of the proportion of the age over 60 has only a small percent. Rule 0100202 indicated that intermediate title in the medical personnel in both weight and ultrasound examination check results are good. Rule 0020002 indicated that 97% of the teachers are have normal weight, but cause of the low ratio of senior title in the physical examination , the support is low, only 2%. The rule 0040200 indicated that most of the workers do not 
